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An economical distinguished way to recognize courage, heroism, and the commitment to serve!

Where Do You Start?
Blackinton® offers the largest, most versatile American-made metal Commendation 
Bar assortment in the industry.   Our durable enamel Commendation Bars are 
easy to customize.  The bars come in a variety of sizes, in the rich standard enamel 
color(s) of your choice. Our revolutionary Commendation Bar slide holders keep 
bars aligned and neat - commanding your attention! 

Best of all at $23.00/bar you can reward excellence!

5 Simple StepS

1
If you are uncertain, consider one of Blackinton’s stock programs designed 
to help departments jump start a program.  The programs are based on a 
culmination of our most popular commendation bars.  The bars come in our 
most popular size (1 3/8” x 3/8”) in a slide bar holder, in gold or silver finish  
(Gol-Tone or Rhodium).  The “in-stock” Commendation Bars only come in 
the color enamel shown.  In-stock bars ship within 5 days of order receipt at 
Blackinton.  

Determine what commendations to give out

2
If you know what commendations you would like to give out visit our website, 
www.blackinton.com, and view the 100’s of available enamel bars we offer.  
Go to products, on the menu, and view our Commendation Bars... or search for 
a bar by key word; i.e., life saving and see what we have to offer.  Remember, 
all of our bars can take the standard enamel color of your choice.  For your 
convenience, our standard enamel colors and finishes are shown on our 
website’s product pages. 

Find a Commendation Bar(s) that meets your needs

www.blackinton.com, Products, Instock Products, Commendation Bars

www.blackinton.com, Products, Commendation Bars

The most popular size bars are 1 3/8” x 3/8” and 1 3/8” x 5/16”, although we have many other available sizes. 
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Product not shown actual size.
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3
Our most popular size bars (1 3/8” x 3/8” or  1 3/8” x 5/16”) can be purchased 
in a Commendation Award Bar (CAB) slide holder.  Why is this important?  
Our CAB slide holders have revolutionized the way Commendation Bars are 
displayed on uniforms.  No more crooked, misaligned Commendation 
Bars with multiple clutch back attachments.  Holders make organizing and 
displaying Commendation Bars easy.  The holders can hold one, two or three 
bars OR we can combine them to hold up to 15 bars.

Consider bars that work with our CAB slide holders

www.blackinton.com, Products, Slide Bar Holders

Holds 7 bars

Holds 11 bars

Only 2 clutch backs (2 holes), yet it holds 3 bars!Commendation Bars slide in and stay aligned and neat!

4
Engraved bars offer customization without the expense of a die!  Bars can 
be enameled in any standard color, and engraved with the text of your choice 
and/or one of our 27 standard images!  There are no minimum quantities and no 
die charges!  There is a small engraving fee per bar, see dealer for details.   New 
feature: The engraved area can either show the bar finish or one standard enamel 
color, at no additional cost aside from the typical engraving fee per bar!  If we don’t 
have the image you want we will create it for a one-time service fee of $49.00.

Engraved Commendation Bars

www.blackinton.com Products, Commendation Bars, Engraveable Combars

Still haven’t found what you are looking for?  We have two “Custom” Commendation Bar options.  

5
If you need more than 27 bars of the same design, or plan to place multiple 
orders, we suggest you consider a custom die struck bar, because it is the more 
economical approach.  
The sky is the limit with our custom die struck Commendation Bars.  Our 
artists will work with you during the design phase free of charge.  Die costs for 
Commendation Bars vary, but are approximately $175.

Get started today by visiting an Authorized Blackinton Dealer!

Custom die struck Commendation Bars

www.blackinton.com, and visit our Dealer Locator  

To place an order, locate a dealer in your area by visiting the dealer locator on our website at www.blackinton.com.

Engrave letters, numbers, 
and/or symbols

Exciting new feature, we can add 
one color to the engraved area.

Bar with color 
in symbol

Bar showing 
finish
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